AEROBIC BOWLING

Ready...
- 2 spot markers per group of 4 students
- 2 bowling pins (or substitute 2 lightweight cones) per group of 4 students.
- 1 utility ball per group of 4 students

Set...
- Create 2 parallel lines of spot markers and a third line of bowling pins.
- Lines are 5 paces apart, and spot markers in each line 3 paces apart.
- The first line of spot markers is the start. 2 students start here. The 2nd line of spot markers is the Bowlers’ line. The 3rd line is for the bowling pins (or 2 cones) and where the Ball Retriever stands.

GO!
1. The object is to use underhand rolling skills to score as many points as your group can before the signal.
2. On signal, the Bowler (at 2nd cone) rolls the ball toward pins/cones trying to knock them over. Bowler runs after the ball and sets up pins/cones for next Bowler (if needed) and stands safely off to the side.
3. The Ball Retriever retrieves rolled ball, runs it to 2nd cone for the new Bowler, then continues to start line.
4. When you reach the front of the start line, run to be the next Bowler.
5. Continue bowling, setting up pins, retrieving and running until signal.
6. Scoring:
   - Strike (both pins knocked down) = 10 points
   - Spare (1 pin knocked down) = 5 points

CHALLENGES
- How quickly can your group score 50 points?
- How many points can your group score before the signal?

CUES
- Bowlers, step forward with opposition, and release the ball when pointing at the target.
- Retriever, move quickly to bring the ball to the next Bowler.
- New Bowlers, move to the bowling line quickly.
**Vary the Scoring**
(Use trickier math skills by changing the scoring. For example, use 3 points for a strike and 2 points for a spare.)

**6-Pin**
Set up 6 pins (1 in front, 2 behind and 3 in back in a triangle). A strike = 10 points, but anything less scores 1 point per pin.

**1-Pin**
(Challenge students by using just 1 single pin. It’s all or none. They score 10 points for a knock-down.)

---

**STANDARDS ADDRESSED**

**NASPE**
#1, 2 Underhand rolling for accuracy
#3, 4 Cardiovascular endurance
#5, 6 Cooperation, accepting challenges

**Your State** (Write in here)

---

**PAULA’S POINTERS**
- Although this can be done on nearly any surface; the smoother the surface, the better it is for bowling.
- Allow higher skilled students to challenge themselves by backing up away from the pins; e.g., take 1 step back each round.

---

**NOTES**